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Introduction: XRM and MZP

Focusing with MZPs
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Summary & Outlook



History
It is, hence, obvious that lenses
cannot be looked upon as
capable of concentrating the X-rays.
Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, 1895

so – why are we here?

Kirkpatrick, Baez (1948)

mirrors @ gracing
incidence

Snigirev,
Lengler
(1996)

many
lenses

Schmahl (1978)

Fresnel Zone
Plates



From a lens to a Zone Plate:

I. Mohacsi, C. David et al, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation 2014

((no absorption)
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Figure 7. Scanning electron microscope image of (a) 0.5 μm and
(b) 1 μm thick Fresnel zone plates fabricated by electroplating Au in
PMMA molds that were produced by directly writing into the resist
with 100 keV electrons. The insets present magnified inner and outer
regions of the devices.

enhance the resolution in PMMA compared to conventional
room temperature development [36] because the developer
mainly removed central regions of the exposed lines where
lower molecular weight of PMMA fragments was produced
by the higher electron beam dose. Using cold development
can, therefore, help to slow down the dissolution front from
advancing laterally (side-wall development) where heavier
PMMA fragments are located, and consequently reduce the
lateral broadening and hence the required shrinkage. The
use of ultrasonic [33, 37] or megasonic [38] development
was also shown to aid the development of high aspect ratio
nanostructures, to increase the resolution, thus being beneficial
for reduction of the required shrinkage. We therefore believe
that the presented aspect ratios for dense structures can be
further improved by applying cold development assisted by
ultrasonic or megasonic agitation.

In order to fabricate functional devices we typically used
doses which are 10–15% above the clearing doses (figure 4),
which was necessary to compensate for the uncertainties in
development times and developer temperature. The optimal
shrinkages in such a case are 35 nm and 40 nm for 540 nm and
1.1 μm PMMA layers, respectively. As we mentioned above,
the width of lines can increase up to 20% with increased dose
within the exposure latitude window (figure 4). In addition
to the line width broadening, the shape of the lines is also
altered with the increase in exposure dose. Figures 6(c)
and (d) compare the lines obtained at the clearing dose and

Figure 8. High aspect ratio structures fabricated by electroplating
into molds exposed in thick layers of PMMA. (a) 450 nm tall
split-ring resonators with a line width of 40–45 nm. Nanorods
(b) period 100 nm and height 450 nm, (c) period 180 nm and height
950 nm.

that were severely overexposed, respectively. The lines that
were exposed with low dose have vertical side walls, whereas
overexposed lines are significantly broadened and have sloped
walls. Thus, using the exposure dose to control the line width
is not optimal, since higher doses result in sloped rather than
vertical side walls.

Figure 7 shows complex patterns (Fresnel zone plates)
composed of dense features with sizes ranging from several
tens and up to several hundreds of nm, that were exposed
using the dose modulation from figure 4 for 30 nm shrinkage
in 540 nm PMMA (figure 7(a)) and 40 nm shrinkage in
1.1 μm PMMA (figure 7(b)). The zone plates are uniform
and are of exceptionally good quality. Since we either used
thin membranes as substrates or wrote small areas with large
separations between them, the proximity effect is negligible.
For large patterns on bulk substrates proximity correction

7

The “gold” standard:

E-Beam Lithography,

Electroplating

Aspect ratios of > 20 possible; 
phse-shifting FZPs for ~ 8 keV

S. Gorelick, C. David et al, 
Nanotechnology 2010



Focusing with MZPs

(Binary) Zone Plate Law:

absorption vs. phase-shifting:

 efficiency varies as a function of optical thickness
 waveguiding effects for thin zones
 layer roughness / fluctuations
 optimal profile along optical axis

multiple orders / diverging orders:

zone radius for
given wavelength
and focal length

here: Ta2O5 / ZrO2

n = 12 ... 81
f = 0.47 mm
λ = 0.00 nm
E = 18.0 keV

 -f -f/3 +f/3 +f 0th

±1st Order

±3rd Order

here:
hollow cone
illumination

focus detectorMZP
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Fabrication: Pulsed Laser Deposition and Focused Ion Beam

c experimental setup

a MZP fabrication

KB mirror pairs

KB focus
MZP

focus

detector

beamstopdefocus

pulsed laser deposition multilayer zone plate

focused ion beam ft

z

dr

b

layer thicknesses: 3 nm ... 30 nm

wire / glass core: < 1 µm ... 2 µm

# layers: 50 ... 80 in x-rays

latest MZP size:
� 9 µm and growing

advantage PLD:
cumulative smoothening

so outer layers are
better than inner ones

Döring et al., Optics Express (2013)



Poster on MZP fabrication:

Poster #4 on Tuedsay’s session 
C. Eberl et al.

PLD parameters:

Ta2O5 / ZrO 2
2.6 J / cm2 @ 10 Hz

40 nm / 1000 pulses ~ 20 minutes

nearly constant, monitored rate

FIB handling

TEM image of layers



(d)(c)

(b)(a)

1 µm

FIB slicing
of individual

an lens,

mounted on
a support wire

optical thickness ~ 10 µm

Si droplets (old system)

Poster on MZP fabrication:

Poster #4 on Tuedsay’s session 
C. Eberl et al.
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 experimental setup

KB mirror pairs

KB focus
MZP

focus

detector

beamstopdefocus
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(h) comparison (i) reconstructed focus (j) reconstructed intensity profile in focal plane



5 nm focus

10 nm image

Ruhlandt, Osterhoff, Krebs, Salditt et al. AIP advances 2 (2012)

Döring, Osterhoff, Salditt, Krebs et al.
Optics Express 21 (2013)

Osterhoff, Salditt, Krebs et al.
SPIE Proceedings 8848 (2013)

Eberl, Osterhoff, Salditt, Krebs et al.
Applied Surface Sciences (2014)

Summary: Focusing

  5 nm focusing @ 7.9 keV, 13.8 keV
10 nm @ 18.0 keV

only indirect characterisation via phase-retrieval

inconsistent ptychography along optical axis

1D

2D

glass

ZrO2 / Ta2O5 1.0

0.5

0.0

lin
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nt
en
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5 nm

W / Si



10 µm
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The new system: Ta2O5 / ZrO2
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undulator slit prefocus MZP Sample BS Detector

Petra III
(not to scale)

Experiments carried out at GINIX setup, P10 beamline, 
PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg, Germany)

E = 18.0 keV, no OSA

prefocusing with CRLs

MZP focal length: 470 µm

detector distance: ~ 5.1 metre (Pilatus 300k)

Samples:

W line aperture,

semiconductor 
nanowires,

Siemens Star (50 nm)



undulator slit prefocus MZP Sample BS Detector

Petra III
(not to scale)

Experiments carried out at GINIX setup, P10 beamline, 
PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg, Germany)

E = 18.0 keV, no OSA

prefocusing with CRLs

MZP focal length: 470 µm

detector distance: ~ 5.1 metre (Pilatus 300k)

Imaging modes:

holography,

STXM,

STXM with holographic -1st order
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undulator slit prefocus MZP Sample BS Detector

Petra III
(not to scale)

Imaging modes:

holography,

STXM,

STXM with holographic -1st order

Problem: 
for simple STXM analyis, 
e.g. differential phase contrast, 
resolution is limited by beam size;

here: beam size of -1st order is 
roughly 6 µm in +1st focal plane

X,Y: detector pixel coordinates

x,y: scan positions

Ih: centre-of-mass, 
horizontal direction 
~ differential phase contrast



average over
full sample

RO
I 1

RO
I 3

RO
I 2

spherical wave front

Holographic STXM contrast

source

φ(x)

Ih

Ih

Ih



 -20 0 20 µrad Refraction

500 nm

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Single Holographic Image STXM / full detector

STXM / holographic -1st order ROIs STXM / +1st order ROI

-1st
+1st

STXM parameters:

161 × 161 images, lines in fly-mode 
(continuous scan) 
scan area: 4 µm × 4 µm 
illumination time / point: 10 ms

beam sizes: 
 10 nm in +1st order 
 (but sample not in focal plane)

 6 µm in -1st order

 3 µm in 0th order

“step” size: 25 nm 
finest details: 50 nm

but vibrations: ~ 50 nm






5 nm focus

10 nm image

Ruhlandt, Osterhoff, Krebs, Salditt et al. AIP advances 2 (2012)

Döring, Osterhoff, Salditt, Krebs et al.
Optics Express 21 (2013)

Osterhoff, Salditt, Krebs et al.
SPIE Proceedings 8848 (2013)

Eberl, Osterhoff, Salditt, Krebs et al.
Applied Surface Sciences (2014)

Osterhoff, Krebs, Salditt et al.
submitted

50 nm

Summary: Imaging

- quantitative Fresnel edge diffraction

- holographic imaging of nanowire

- holographic STXM of Siemens star

resolution so far: 50 nm
currently limited by vibrations

focusing efficiency: 6.9 % @ 18 keV

1D

W / Si

glass
interferometer

new scanner

first imaging

ZrO2 / Ta2O5

a long way to go ...



Roadmap: our workplan for the near future

From focusing to imaging

Design, fabrication, and application of multilayer zone plates
for two-dimensional hard x-ray imaging
with resolution of below 10 nm

5 nm focus

10 nm image

design of
efficient MZP

fabrication by
PLD and FIB

optimisation of
of imaging
experiment

improvement of
data analysis



design of
efficient MZP

fabrication by
PLD and FIB

optimisation of
of imaging
experiment

improvement of
data analysis

Roadmap: our workplan for the near future

Lens design and fabrication

calculation of
optimal design

how to PLD
such a shape?

efficiency by thick ML wedged / curved / tilted structures
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Roadmap: our workplan for the near future

Experiment and data analysis

new scanner, interferometer

topics to be addressed:

+ include positions in STXM,
+ improved holographic reconstruction,
+ automatic analysis for scans,
+ ptychographyx-rays

P-733.2DD

atto FPSensor

sample

design of
efficient MZP

fabrication by
PLD and FIB

optimisation of
of imaging
experiment

improvement of
data analysis

vibrations, drift;
fast scanning;
order sorting aperture

non uniform scanning,
interferometric control



Summary & Outlook:

Design, fabrication, and application of multilayer zone plates
for two-dimensional hard x-ray imaging
with resolution of below 10 nm

5 nm focus

10 nm image

1D

W / Si

glass

vibrations

resolution

efficiency

wedged?

data analysis

interferometer

new scanner

first imaging

ZrO2 / Ta2O5

a long way to go ...

design of
efficient MZP

fabrication by
PLD and FIB

optimisation of
of imaging
experiment

improvement of
data analysis
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5 nm focus

10 nm image
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